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Abstract
The latest AI language modules can produce original, high quality full
short-form (300-word) Physics essays within seconds. These technologies
such as ChatGPT and davinci-003 are freely available to anyone with an
internet connection. In this work, we present evidence of AI generated
short-form essays achieving First-Class grades on an essay writing
assessment from an accredited, current university Physics module. The
assessment requires students answer five open-ended questions with a short,
300-word essay each. Fifty AI answers were generated to create ten
submissions that were independently marked by five separate markers. The
AI generated submissions achieved an average mark of 71± 2%, in strong
agreement with the current module average of 71± 5%. A typical AI
submission would therefore most-likely be awarded a First Class, the highest
classification available at UK universities. Plagiarism detection software
returned a plagiarism score between 2± 1% (Grammarly) and 7± 2%
(TurnitIn). We argue that these results indicate that current natural language
processing AI represent a significant threat to the fidelity of short-form
essays as an assessment method in Physics courses.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

AI text-completion technologies have undergone
rapid development in recent years, outpacing
commonplace perceptions of their quality. It is
now possible to use these tools to reliably pro-
duce quality content that is accurate, clear and
critical, on practically any topic of choice. These
tools can produce content that is highly idio-
syncratic, and which is nearly indistinguishable
from human-produced content [1, 2]. Further-
more, these technologies are becoming increas-
ingly accessible, fast, cheap and incredibly easy
to use, essentially only requiring users to spe-
cify a brief text prompt. The effort required to
produce such a prompt could entail simply copy-
ing and pasting a question from an assignment.
Clearly, such technologies could pose a threat to
the fidelity of existing forms of assessment, as AI
written work could be submitted by students and
both pass undetected through plagiarism preven-
tion software and score higher marks than the stu-
dent could have had they written the work them-
selves. In this work, we provide evidence that this
threat is very significant. We demonstrate how
high quality short-form essays, written by AI soft-
ware in only a few seconds, can score a First
Class for an assignment from an accredited uni-
versity Physics module. This, we argue, effect-
ively renders the short-form essay obsolete as an
assessment tool. Despite popular reservations, the
AI revolution has begun, and it is vital that educat-
ors remain proactive and aware of the capabilities
of these technologies and their potential ramifica-
tions for teaching and assessment, particularly at
this very early stage in the development of AI text-
completion technologies.

Modern systems such GPT-3 are already
extremely proficient at producing accurate,
insightful responses on almost any topic, with
applications in diverse areas such as healthcare
[3], legal advice chat bots [4] and providing
feedback for student’s work [5]. They are thus

potentially capable of answering the short-form
essay questions which form the basis of assess-
ments in many university modules. Whilst there
are some technologies capable of detecting AI
generated text [6], universities currently only
look for plagiarism rather than whether text was
AI generated. Previous technological innovations
such as the widespread use of virtual learning
within universities have had muted impact on
teaching practices [7] yet the current capabilities
of relatively earlier stage technologies such as
ChatGPT and davinci-003 is likely to change this
for the case of AI.

Given technologies such as davinci-003 and
ChatGPT are only months old, there is limited
prior work on AI written essays. An older lan-
guage model, GPT-2, has been used by students
to write essays in a co-piloting role [8]. Here, stu-
dents were tasked with blending an essay they
have written themselves with output from GPT-
2. However, new models such as ChatGPT and
davinci-003 can write entire essays using a single,
user-defined sentence prompt. In fact, through
stringing together several prompts GPT-3 has
already demonstrated the potential to create an
entire academic paper [9]. If one only cherry-
picks the most exemplary outputs as examples of
AI capabilities, this invariably implicates surviv-
orship bias. However, a hypothetical student who
wished to use an AI tool to answer their essay
would most-likely choose the best output they
could from a set of multiple, rapidly-generated
options. Clearly it is prudent to appraise the cap-
abilities of these technologies within the context
of how they will most likely be used by students.

1.2. GPT-3: davinci-003 and ChatGPT

OpenAI’s GPT-3 model is an autoregressive lan-
guage model [10] that processes and gener-
ates text. Trained on a large dataset of human-
generated text, GPT-3 can analyze a prompt (the
input text) and use statistical techniques to pre-
dict the most likely next word or words that
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Example 1. davinci-003 output showing relatively straightforward literary analysis.

Example 2. davinci-003 output that appears to take a moral position.

form a coherent andmeaningful statement.Within
the GPT-3 group of natural language processing
(NLP) models, davinci-003 was released in late
November 2022. This was followed by Chat-
GPT in December 2022. OpenAI’s website fea-
tures a free ‘playground’ web application which
open allows a user to enter a short prompt from
which davinci-003 will generate additional text.
The ‘playground’ web application features vari-
ous parameters a user can adjust such as the max-
imum length of the output or how random it is.
Conversely, ChatGPT is a chatbot that seeks to
converse with the user via text. Both technologies
can produce text output but davinci-003 was prin-
cipally used in this study.

As an example of the sophistication of the
davinci-003 output, example 1 shows the output

for a question demanding literary analysis of
William Shakespeare. Note here how, whilst
simple, this prompt still demands recognizing
Shakespeare as a name of a person whilst Sum-
mer and Winter are recognized as names of sea-
sons. Here, Summer is associated more closely to
happiness and Winter is associated closer to dark-
ness. Darkness is not an antonym of happiness.

Whilst these kind of NLP models have been
around for some time, davinci-003 provides out-
put which demonstrates the critical understanding
and reason required to create excellent answers
to essay questions. In example 2, davinci-003
appears to be considering the moral implications
of using AI technologies to generate essays. This
is despite how the text is generated based on
learned patterns and structures.

May 2023 3 Phys. Educ. 58 (2023) 035027
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Figure 1. The five questions used to generate submissions. Note a variety of historical, philosophical and factual
themes are covered over the five questions.

Figure 2. The Physics in Society assessment proforma used to grade submissions.

2. Method

2.1. Outline of the module and exam

Physics in Society is a module offered by the
Department of Physics at Durham University. The
module content consists of the history and philo-
sophy of Physics, the development of modern sci-
ence and the ethical issues surrounding the use of
technology in society. The major assessed com-
ponent of the module is the exam which consists
of a set of five short-form essay questions, each
of no more than 300 words, on a selection of
topics from the module. Figure 1 shows the five
questions used for the AI submission generation.
These questions serve to test a variety of aspects
such as the history, philosophy, communication
and ethics of Physics. This is reflected in the

module assessment proforma, shown in figure 2,
that outlines the five key criteria against which
essays are marked.

Students are awarded a mark between 0 and
100 for each of the five categories specified in
the module assessment proformawhich are shown
in figure 2; each of these categories is equally
weighted when determining the students’ final
mark. The mark awarded for each category is
based on the answers for all five questions; hence
the marks must be balanced and reflect a gen-
eral level of consistency within the answers. Stu-
dents typically score 71± 5 on the Physics in
Society module [11]. All markers were aware
that they were marking AI generated scripts and
marked the scripts solely for the purpose of this
study.
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2.2. Generating the AI scipts

A sample of n= 10 AI generated scripts, each
containing five question-answer pairs, was com-
piled from a set of outputs of davinci-003,
generated with suitably-chosen prompts based
on the questions given in figure 1 entered
into the OpenAI ‘playground’ web application.
Repeatedly inputting prompts consisting of direct
quotes the questions can lead to GPT-3 respond-
ing briefly and laconically. More discursive,
original responses can be generated by slightly
rephrasing prompts. For example the prompt,
‘Was there a scientific revolution in 17th-century
Europe?’ could be re-phrased as ‘Did 17th-
century Europe experience a scientific revolu-
tion?’, or ‘Was there a scientific revolution in
seventeenth-century Europe?’, which will gen-
erate more original responses. Rephrasing can
also be combined with prefixing the prompt with
phrases such as ‘Write a long and detailed essay
on’, ‘In 300 words or more, comment on’ or
‘Explain in detail using more than 250 words’.
Such prompts are effective at instructing the AI to
consistently generate more discursive responses.
Here, the stated number of words used can be
changed in tandem with the maximum output set-
ting on the ‘playground’ to induce further nov-
elty. Additionally, one can easily instruct GPT-
3 to argue for (against) a certain proposition, by
choosing a suitable prompts such as, ‘Explain why
there was (not) a scientific revolution in 17th-
century Europe’. This can be exploited effectively
in cases where there are many viable answers to
pick, but GPT-3 often favours a particular one.
For example, the prompt ‘What was the most
important advance in natural philosophy between
1100 and 1400?’ typically generates a response
from GPT-3 indicating that the scientific method
was the most important advance. However, if the
user explicitly states a relevant historical figure—
such as Aquinas, Bacon or Buridan—within the
prompt, as with the following example prompt;
‘Explain why Thomas Aquinas’ work was the most
. . .’ then GPT-3 will now provide a response that
is consistent with the proposition specified by the
user.

To obtain a consistent, minimal and fair
benchmark of the quality of the davinci-003
essays, the output was not edited in any way. Only

if the output was excessively similar to a prior
generated one would it be rejected entirely, and
a new one generated. It is reasonable to assume
that a student who wished to use davinci-003 to
write their answers would apply someminor edits,
yet even without this the AI answers were of
excellent quality. An example of davinci-003 out-
put is presented in example 3.

3. Analysis and results

3.1. Overview

The ten AI generated submissions were marked
independently by five different markers and
achieved an average mark of 71± 2%. This aver-
age is a high enough to be awarded a First Class
grade; the highest available at UK universities.
This compares to the average of 71± 5% in Phys-
ics in Society and an average score of 72± 3%
for all second year Physics modules at Durham
University [11]. These results strongly imply that
davinci-003 and ChatGPT can write short-form
Physics essays at a level of competency that is
comparable to second year Physics students.

A significant trait of the AI generated answers
were their consistent quality, as seen in the tight
distribution of AI scores compared with student
scores for the module. Figure 3 reveals that the
very top performing students are able to outscore
the AI essays, but the majority of the cohort
performs either comparably or worse. Our res-
ults imply that students in the bottom third of
their cohort would have a significant incentive to
submit AI generated work for their assignments
instead of their own original work.

Plagiarism detection tools cannot be relied
upon to indicate the presence of AI generated
work. This is shown in table 1, the AI essays
score 2± 1% plagiarism on Grammarly and 7±
2% on TurnitIn. Both of these scores would be
deemed sufficiently original if submitted in an
actual university assessment; the only text high-
lighted as non-original were the questions given
in figure 1.

In this study, the markers were aware that
they were assessing AI generated scripts. How-
ever, prior research indicates that humans struggle
to identify AI generated text consistently [12]
thus specialized detection software is needed to
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Example 3. Unedited 328-word output from davinci-003 using a temperature (randomness) of 0.95 and a max-
imum output length of 700 tokens where one token is roughly four characters of English text.

identify AI generated text. There are some nas-
cent technologies which claim to be able to detect
AI generated work such as OpenAI’s own AI text
detection software [13] and GPTZero [14]. One

of the key metrics that these technologies look for
is the perplexity of the text. Intuitively, this is a
measurement of uncertainty associated with the
next words in a text passage given the prior words.
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Figure 3. Histogram of AI scores (green) against a Gaussian distribution reflecting the average scores of students
in Physics in Society [11].

Table 1. Table showing plagiarism percentage identified through both Grammarly and TurnitIn for each of the ten
submissions.

Submission #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 Average

TurnitIn (%) 9 8 7 7 6 6 7 9 5 10 7± 2%
Grammarly (%) 1 2 1 0 2 3 1 2 1 2 2± 1%

The deterministic nature of much NLP software
leads it to be more predictable than human-written
text.

For the essays generated in this study,
OpenAI’s software characterized eight of the ten
essays to be ‘Very unlikely to be written by AI’
and the other two to be ‘Likely to be written
by AI’. Whereas GPTZero found that nine of
the ten essays ‘May include parts written by AI’
whereas one was ‘Likely to be entirely written
by AI’. Given that all the essays were in fact AI
generated, this suggest that detecting AI written
text is possible although GPTZero appears super-
ior to OpenAI’s software at the time of writing.
Interestingly GPTZero and OpenAI’s software

disagreed on which essays were likely to be writ-
ten by AI suggesting different approaches were
taken. Nevertheless these results do suggest that
in principle it is possible for software to identify
AI generated text.

Figure 4 depicts how consistent the independ-
ent markers were with their scoring, whereby
they awarded 73.0± 1.6, 72.6± 2.0, 69± 2,
70± 2 and 70.6± 1.9. These scores are in
strong agreement with the module average of
71± 5 and—combined with passing the plagi-
arism check—suggest it would be challenging
to identify the AI essays from those of students.
Furthermore, the average scores awarded by each
marker are all in reasonable agreement with one
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Figure 4. Stacked histogram of the independent marker’s scores for the ten AI generated essays. The average and
standard deviation for each marker is shown by the dashed line and error bars respectively. The overall average of
the independent markers of 71± 2 is shown in black. Note the overlap between the different independent marker’s
scores.

another, indicating that the marking process is
valid.

3.2. Written quality

Looking closely at example 3 reveals how the
readability of certain phrases could be improved.
As an illustration the sentence ‘Physics strives
to answer questions about how things work on
the most basic level questions about the beha-
vior of particles and forces, for example. It is
impossible. . .’ could be rearranged to not finish
with ‘for example’. Similarly, ‘level–questions’
should be changed to ‘level questions’. In other
essays often American English spelling was
used—this would also require change for a UK
context. These slight flaws show that the raw out-
put is not necessarily semantically perfect. How-
ever, as priormentioned, it is reasonable to assume
that a student would apply at least some editing to

the text if they wanted to use davinci-003 to write
their submissions for them. Thus this semantic
imperfection does not stop the use of davinci-003
as an essay writing tool.

4. Discussion & Conclusion

4.1. Impact on higher education

The results of this short study suggest modern
AI systems such as davinci-003 and ChatGPT are
capable of writing high quality Physics essays,
capable of achieving a first-class score, for free
and within a few seconds. These tools essentially
represent a wide spread democratization of paid
essay writing services whereby anyone can have
davinci-003 or ChatGPT write an essay for them.
We could argue that, in contrast to merely sound-
ing a death-knell for certain kinds of assessments,
this technologywill once again force us to re-think
assessment, and will confer far greater benefits in
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the end than the comparatively small drawback of
having to redesign existing assessments. Obviat-
ing the abuse of these technologies to undermine
assessments could be as simple as requiring the
students to produce the work within an invigil-
ated setting. In such cases, the moral of the story
is that while the threat to authentic assessment
is profound, simple and practical solutions likely
already exist that will not necessarily require a
total upheaval of current assessments themselves,
but may force a change of context at least.

Besides assessment, this technology allows
users to generate innumerable, original examples,
which can be shown by teachers within writ-
ing workshops. Similarly, as technologies such
as ChatGPT mature we could see their use as
one-on-one tutors. Although, the availability of
knowledge is effectively already widely demo-
cratized. The full course contents for most degrees
at Stanford and The Massachusetts Institute of
Technology have been available on their respect-
ive Massive Online Open Courses (MOOC) plat-
forms for a decade. Yet enrolling as a student at
both institutions is still very competitive and a typ-
ical online MOOC can expect a completion rate
of 10% [15] which is far below that of a typ-
ical university degree. Thus it is not often clear in
advance how new technology will impact higher
education.

4.2. Ease of sample generation

Getting davinci-003 or ChatGPT to respond in the
desired manner often involves a process of trial-
and-error, retrying or rewording prompts. Yet a
transformational aspect of these technologies is
how few times this needs to be done and how
quickly the samples are generated. As covered
in section 2.2 it is relatively straightforward to
get a good quality answer to an essay question
simply by preceding the question with ‘Write
a 300 word essay on’. However, whilst 50 AI
answers were created, it is unclear whether addi-
tional unique responses could realistically be cre-
ated without some familiarity with the subject.
Take for example the question ‘What was the most
important advance in natural philosophy between
1100 and 1400?’, as covered in section 2.2 it
was possible to create multiple unique answers
through rephrasing the question with a sensible
suggestion. Rephrasing the question as ‘Explain

why X was the most important advance in natural
philosophy between 1100 and 1400.’ where X
is Bacon’s work on optics / Buridan’s work on
impetus / Wallingford’s astronomical clock or
similiar allows for many unique answers to be
created. However, this is contingent on knowing
who Bacon / Buridan / Wallingford are in the first
place. Yet simply knowing Roger Bacon worked
on optics is not equivalent to being able to write
a high quality essay on his work. Even if the
phase-space of AI answers for questions could
be checked by assessors beforehand, through par-
tially answering the question and incorporating AI
as a co-pilot students could still have AI write
their answers but with a reduced risk of being
caught. Secondly, as with paid essay writing ser-
vices, without clear conclusive proof it is unreas-
onable to accuse a submission of not have being
written by its stated author.

4.3. Limitations and future work

In the present work, we have adopted a fairly rudi-
mentary proxy, consisting of the average scores
for the module, in order to contextualise the AI
scores. More properly, we should compare the
AI scores to those of the students for this exam.
We aim to address this in a forthcoming paper in
which we compare the performance of AI to stu-
dent submissions, during which we also address
the question of the extent to which markers can
reliably distinguish between AI submissions and
human submissions. Nevertheless, our key result,
that AI can generate content that attains highly,
in absolute terms, for short-form essays, is very
significant in and of itself, despite the aforemen-
tioned limitations.

The focus of the present work are assign-
ments consisting of short-form essay questions,
which represent a minority of assessments within
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Maths
(STEM) teaching. However, future work will con-
sider the capabilities of NLP AI with regard to
scientific report writing and answering analyt-
ical questions which require the use of calcula-
tions, coding, symbolic manipulation and algeb-
raic typesetting, which are staples of STEM
assignments and examinations. Although, this is
beyond the scope of the present work.

It is important to note that programs such
as davinci-003 and ChatGPT are ultimately text
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generation software. Therefore it may struggle
with Physics questions that require complex
numerical or graphical components in their
answers. Example 4 is somewhat straightfor-
ward with the question at a level typical of a
A-Level or a first year undergraduate Physics
course. However, ChatGPT answers this question
incorrectly stating the amplitude as A rather than
A
2 (1− cos(1)) and the period to be 2π

ω rather than
π
ω . Currently NLP programs still largely work by
generating the most likely upcoming word. There-
fore an intuition of what is happening here is that
as out of all the times a non-harmonic oscillator is
mentioned in the corpus of training materials used
in ChatGPT the amplitude is typically A and the
period is typically 2π

ω , for this question on non-
harmonic oscillators A and 2π

ω were the answers
given in spite of the fact they are mathematically
incorrect. Further, note how the Python code in
example 4 for the plot is actually correct. This
can be interpreted with this same intuition except
that in this case the plot is typical of the training
corpus thus the correct answer is given.

Whilst at the time of writing, ChatGPT and
davinci-003 still struggle with more complex
Physics questions suggesting it may be poor at
answering Masters or PhD level questions. It
is our view that due to the rapid progress and
increasing interest in this area it is only a mat-
ter of time before these technologies develop to
the point where they can not only pass, but excel
in all of these aspects of STEM assignments too.
The implication of this is that it is important edu-
cators simply do not resort to ‘moving the goal-
posts’ when adapting to their prevalence as such
a strategy may only work for a short time before
the next step change in AI capabilities.

4.4. AI generated feedback for AI essay

Given the ability of AI to create high quality
essays the next logical step is to get an AI to mark
the AI essays. ChatGPT is better suited to this
task than davinci-003 and the output of a ChatGPT
conversation is shown in example 5. Whilst when
scoring itself the AI is a little generous—awarding
85/100—it does provide specific feedback com-
ments that directly relate to both the input essay
and the rubric.

This concept of AI marking is a non-trivial
point. Automatic essay scoring (AES) is a mature
technology in regular use for US High School
essays [16, 17]. These AES technologies are
trained on many examples of student essays and
assign a grade based on various factors such as
grammar, spelling, word choice, organization, and
content. This is in contrast to a university mod-
ule like Physics in Society that features ques-
tions relatively unique to the content taught and
where a cohort typically ranges from 50 to 70 stu-
dents so there are limited examples for compar-
ison. Despite this, the score and feedback given
in example 5 is clearly cogent and would likely
pass undetected if given to the student as human-
written feedback.

4.5. Concluding thoughts

We may be at the beginning of an AI revolution.
In order to facilitate authentic assessment it is vital
that we are aware of the capabilities of this techno-
logy and its ramifications on the way that credited
work is assessed. In the present case, it is hard to
avoid the conclusion that non-invigilated assess-
ments based on short-form essay questions are
already no longer fit for purpose; they are simply
too vulnerable to current AI text-completion tech-
nologies, which can produce creditable content
cheaply and quickly. We should note that this
scenario, where an emerging technology threatens
to undermine assessments, is not without some
comparable historical counterparts. It was initially
imagined that the advent of the internet posed
an existential threat to certain kinds of assess-
ments. However, what has emerged since then is
a total revolution in the way that we teach, stem-
ming from careful, evidence-based consideration
of how we can use this platform to enhance the
quality of our teaching and to improve the student
experience. It would be hard to imagine deliver-
ing a modern course without using the internet in
some way. On the basis of startling and exciting
recent advances in the capabilities of AI techno-
logies, notwithstanding the results of the present
work, we would argue that AI is well-placed to
instigate dramatic and profound changes to the
way that we teach and assess students, forming
an indispensable component of a new ethos within
which we design and deliver teaching.
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Example 4. ChatGPT generated (incorrect) answer for a Physics question requiring both mathematical and graph-
ical elements. The text has been lightly edited to replace the literal characters ω and π with \omega and \pi for
illustration purposes.
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Example 5. ChatGPT generated feedback for the AI essay in example 3.

Within the coming months, this area of
research will likely undergo an explosion. Indeed,
at the time of writing, we are on the cusp of the
release of GPT-4. It is the view of the authors
that within the next twelve months, the more pion-
eering students or ‘Mavens’ [18] will realise the
potential of these tools, and this news will steadily
spread around student cohorts. Within two years,
most higher education practitioners will be aware
of how powerful these tools are and may have
unwittingly marked work created in part by AI in
a co-pilot manner. The potential for this techno-
logy to produce extremely accurate, high-quality
content to almost any brief imaginable will surely
lead to a new stage in the development of educa-
tion. In the meantime, we must prepare for the AI
revolution that is already underway, to ensure the
fidelity of current forms of assessment.
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